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ABSTRACT

Star employees create disproportionate value for organizations. However, managing stars is decidedly difficult. Scholars have not yet appropriately addressed this practical problem. Much of the problem is interpreting our theoretical models that convey human capital from a static perspective. By combining incomplete contract theory with human capital research and theories of strategy, we show how existing theory can provide a framework for solving problems related to managing stars while also offering a platform for further research within the strategic human capital field. To do this, we recap extant theory and examine how stars create value for an organization by co-developing firm-specific while simultaneously developing general human capital. Second, we provide a practical dynamic value appropriation framework illustrating how the employer and the employee determine who captures the value stars create as they go through the employment life cycle.
Dancing with the Stars is a reality TV series that pairs a celebrity with a professional dancer in a dance partnership to compete with other dance partnerships. The partnership wins by performing better than the other partnerships in the competition. Winning the competition depends on the celebrity developing general dance skills, but more importantly it depends on how the star develops complementary skills with his or her partner. Developing complementary dance skills and the ability to adapt to one another’s moves is something that occurs over time and requires give and take by both partners. Managing star employees in an organization is a surprisingly similar dance. Organizations approach their relationships with stars in a way that resembles a dance of give and take.

But managing this give and take with star employees is decidedly difficult. Organizations are not only going up against a global field of competitors who can hire digitally from across the world. They are also competing with the gig economy where star employees can demand top rates and complete autonomy for short-term engagements as independent contractors (Daniel, Di Domenico & Nunan, 2018). In fact, star employees are more prone to leave an organization because they are highly visible and create disproportionate value through their high levels of productivity (Brymer & Sirmon, 2018; Hannan, Burton, & Baron, 1996; Groysberg, Lee, and Nanda 2008; Trevor and Nyberg 2008). Moreover, scholars have shown that stars are much more valuable to the organization than their less productive peers (Aguinis, O’Boyle, Gonzalez-Mule & Joo, 2016; O’Boyle & Kroska, 2017). As a result, such employees can demand higher rates in terms of economic value during employment negotiations (Capelli, 2008; Gardner, 2005). So how much should organizations be willing to pay for star employees and what should they do to adapt to the shifting environment in which they are managed?
This practical problem has created tremendous angst for organizations, with limited insight provided by scholars. We struggle to know how much discretion to give to stars and how much to pay them. There are times we want them to lead the dance by making decisions for the organization and there are times we want them to adapt and follow the shifts within the organization. We strive to pay them competitively so they will not go find another dance partner, but we also need to be able to capture some value from the work they do (Boxall, 2013; Collings, 2014). After all, both dance partners need to get some benefit from the dance.

Yet, the research examining stars has not kept up with this dance. Traditional research examines value capture from a static fixed point in time, ignoring the actual dancing (i.e., re-contracting) that goes on between organizations and employees (cf., Coff 2010; Sparrow & Makram, 2015). To better understand this dance between star employees and organizations, we need to understand the process of who captures value and when (Lepak, Smith, and Taylor, 2007). Doing so requires a dance of interchanging value between an organization and its employees as they reach stardom. Scholars have only begun to acknowledge that this dance, which consists of the development of firm-specific and general human capital, creates value for the organization but also likely increases an employee’s marketability. During this process, both the organization and the employee decrease the information asymmetries between them and often the external market. The challenge organization’s face is how to balance and negotiate value capture as the skills their employees possess become more valuable to the organization and more visible to external competitors.

The purpose of this paper is to provide a forum to help address this challenge. First, we recap extant theory and examine how stars create value for an organization by co-developing firm-specific human capital that simultaneously develops general human capital. Second, we
provide a more practical dynamic value appropriation framework illustrating how the employer and the employee determine who captures the value stars create as they develop (cf., Carmichael, 1983; Jovanovic, 1979). We draw upon a seldom used theory by organizational scholars— incomplete contract theory (ICT)—as a mechanism to extend our thinking around human capital and value creation and capture as it pertains to stars. To date, academics and practitioners alike have not adequately addressed the importance of value capture, stars, and re-contracting (Coff & Kryscynski, 2010; Sparrow & Makram, 2015). Although scholars (e.g., Coff, 2010) have noted that bargaining power may shift between parties during employment specific occurrences—and the implications of these shifts—have not been identified in a dynamic process. This paper isolates such conditions and discusses the implications for future research.

**Human Capital and Value Creation**

The most widely accepted definition identifies stars as highly productive individuals with high market visibility (Groyberg, Lee & Nanda, 2008). However, scholars have pointed out that perhaps this definition is too static and void of context. For example, Oldroyd and Morris (2012) ran a simulation on how employees’ networks exponentially grow as they become stars. They found that employees with proportionally higher levels of social capital possessed cumulative advantage where the more social capital they possessed, the more they were able to obtain going forward. Aguinis, O’Boyle, Gonzalez-Mule and Joo (2016) later proved this notion of cumulative advantage among stars using a sample of 625,000 individuals. Call, Nyberg and Tatcher (2015) further enhanced the definition of a star as someone with relevant social capital. They discussed that social capital begets social capital and that through deliberate practice employees develop the ability and motivation to find the opportunities that enable them to
become stars. Likewise, Kehoe and Tzabbar (2014) find that stars emerge not just from performing well, but also from collaborating well.

To further explain how stars create value for organizations, Kehoe, Lepak and Bentley (2016) pointed out that stars contribute to organizations either through task performance or status. Task performance refers to an individual’s effectiveness in a relevant context (O’Boyle & Aguinis, 2012), while status is viewed as the amount of respect, influence and admiration and individual enjoys in the eyes of others – inside and outside the organization. From a value creation perspective, being able to perform well on a task and achieving high status among your peers and competitors is the result of human capital investments made by the employee (Kehoe et al., 2016). In fact, a star’s bargaining power with the organization depends on the types of human capital investments she has made and how they create economic value for the organization (Ganco, Franco & Agarwal, 2012; Ployhart & Moliteron, 2011).

Two types of human capital are described in the literature: General and specific (Becker 1964). As its name implies, general human capital can create economic value in a wide variety of settings. Some very general forms of human capital include the ability to read, to write, and to do simple arithmetic. Some skills, though not as widely applicable as these, are still considered to be general in nature; e.g., leadership ability, the ability to communicate with and motivate others, the ability to work with others to solve problems (Lazear 2000).

People invest in general human capital in anticipation of some reward (often earnings) (Wright and McMahan 1992). This provides them with bargaining power with employers, as employers are usually willing to pay more for employees with generally applicable skills that can be used to increase productivity, create knowledge, or develop additional human capital. Because general human capital is not always readily apparent, employees will work to obtain degrees,
certificates, and other such credentials to signal their worth to an employer (Spence, 1973). These general skills allow employees to capture more of the value they create but are often seen as less valuable to the firm than specific human capital (Barney, 1991).

However, it has typically been viewed that from an employee’s perspective, specific human capital is valuable in a narrower range of settings, such as a particular economic exchange, a particular firm, and so forth. While practitioners rarely think of firm-specific human capital in the way that scholars do (Kryscynski & Ulrich, 2015), it is of central importance in helping employers and employees understand the employment negotiation process. Examples of firm-specific human capital include knowledge about how to accomplish complex tasks in a particular firm, trust among a team of employees within a firm, a sense of commitment to a firm’s success, and so forth (Barney and Hansen, 1994; Conner and Prahalad, 1996). According to resource-based arguments, firm-specific human capital can be a valuable source of firm value because it is not subject to the same degree of imitability as general human capital (Barney, 1991; Wright and McMahan, 1992).

For example, Huselid (1995) pointed out that firm-specific human capital investments qualitatively differentiate a firm’s employees from those of its competitors. Differentiation in human capital creates opportunities for employees to solve real business problems such as shortening product development cycle times or providing customer service in a way that creates “idiosyncratic contingencies” (Becker and Gerhardt, 1996; Huselid and Becker, 1992). For instance, Batt (2002) found that firm-specific investments help employees to effectively interact with customers. These investments are manifest in the employees’ ability to persuade customers to buy a firm’s products and services by understanding specific product features, service agreements, pricing, packaging, promotions for particular customer segments, and legal
regulations. Benefits to the firm are directly attributed to employees’ ability to generate more sales but what has been suggested is that these firm specific investments by employees have indirectly rendered the employee less mobile (Parsons, 1972).

Becker’s (1964) original insight about general and firm-specific human capital is that employees usually are unable to capture the value of their investments in firm-specific human capital. This is because this type of capital, by definition, is of lesser value to other firms (i.e., firms other than the firm in which the firm-specific human capital was created). It follows that these other firms will not be willing to compensate employees for specific investments made at a previous employer. Unless external competitors are willing to pay for the investments made by employees in one firm, the firm where employees have made specific investments will not be compelled to compensate employees for these specific investments (Becker, 1964).

Williamson (1975, 1985) extends Becker’s (1964) argument into transaction-cost economics (TCE). According to Williamson, employees may not be compensated for making firm-specific investments and they also put themselves in a position of being opportunistically exploited by the firms in which they have invested. For example, a firm might ask its employees to make firm-specific investments in return for some payment at a future date—a bonus when the profits generated by these investments are realized, a steady income at retirement, and so forth. However, once these specific investments are made, a firm may choose to behave opportunistically and renege on its promises.

For example, beginning in the 1980s companies were persuaded by an increased focus on shareholder value to divest non-related businesses and acquire new ones to capture synergies (Cappelli, 2001). This resulted in markets with employees possessing specialized, niche skills. Many employees who made these specific, niche investments were later pushed outside of the
firm boundaries in contract or other alternative employment arrangements, freeing the firms from
their obligation to provide benefits and other assurances to their employees (Cappelli, 2001). In
such settings employees have limited recourse.

The Co-Development of Firm-Specific and General Human Capital

These received views of human capital and value creation, summarized in Figure 1, have
proven fruitful. Yet there are conditions in which these received views do not hold. As a result,
scholars have recently offered an alternate theoretical argument, suggesting that general and
firm-specific human capital are not separable, especially among high performing employees like
scientists, lawyers, professors, investments bankers, physicians, and other knowledge workers
(Morris, Alvarez, Barney & Molloy, 2017). In particular, when workers make firm-specific
investments they develop skills that can be valuable to their company (Park, Howard &
Gomulya, 2018) but can also be transferred and valuable to competitors (Greenwood, Hinings
and Brown 1990). For example, Morris and colleagues (2017) pointed out that “to the extent that
prior firm-specific investments act as a market signal of general human capital, these investments
should increase employee mobility (p. 916). Moreover, the skills gained by making specific
investments may not all be firm-specific because they are embodied within the individual, who
can create new knowledge or use existing knowledge in new ways (Chadwick and Dabu, 2009;
Felin and Hesterly 2007). The implication being that while context matters, it is the, “role of the
individuals and, more specifically their commitment to the knowledge creating process” that
offers sustainable competitive advantage (Nonaka 1994: 15). For example, when a star
consultant leaves a firm they often take clients with them, demonstrating the value created was
from the consultant's human capital, not firm-specific assets per se (Rocha, Carneiro & Varum,
Thus, firm-specific human capital investments may act to generate both firm-specific and general human capital, creating the need to better understand the dynamics between employee firm-specific human capital investments and general human capital investments.

[Insert Figure 1 about here]

As additional evidence that the assumption of general and firm-specific human capital separability is problematic, consider a prototypical example of firm-specific human capital: a person’s ability to work with a particular team of employees in a particular firm. These firm-specific investments come as a person works with fellow colleagues to complete a task. Existing theory indicates this investment (i.e., knowledge of these particular people and places) is valuable as long as a person is working with those employees in that context (Lepak and Snell 1999). Theory suggests that the only way this firm-specific investment would be valuable to another firm is if this person’s entire team—or at least a large percentage of that team—obtained employment together in another firm (Klein, Crawford, and Alchian 1978).

Yet, this individual made a firm-specific investment (the ability to work with a particular team) and at the same time co-developed general human capital useful in a knowledge or team environment. That is, in the process of figuring out who knows what, where valuable information can be found, and how to build a high performing team to enhance firm competitive advantage (i.e., making firm-specific human capital investments), the individual develops or refines skills useful to many organizations. These general skills might include, for example, experience in working with a team, knowledge of how to help a team develop, understanding of how to use a team to solve business problems, and so forth. These aspects of this individual’s human capital are quite general, that is, they are likely to be valuable in any setting that requires team production (Alchian and Demsetz 1972). Given the centrality of teams to knowledge creation,
strategy formulation and implementation, many firms are likely interested in hiring someone who is good at working in teams, processing information, and solving problems because these tacit skills can create new knowledge (increasing economic value created) and facilitate the employee's quick transition to a new firm (decreasing switching costs). In other words, when a star develops dance moves that are specific to the partner with whom they’ve been practicing they simultaneously develop general dance moves that can be transferred across partners. Both investments signal to external others that this star would be a great dance partner.

**Theoretical Implications for Managing Stars**

Despite traditional arguments that firm-specific human capital investments made by employees have less value outside the firm, the arguments presented in this paper explain why employees who are able to create value for their firms through firm-specific human capital investments are typically sought after on the external labor market. This paper suggests that by making firm-specific investments individuals simultaneously create co-developed human capital, defined as employee firm-specific human capital investments that act as a market signal of an employee’s general human capital (Morris, Alvarez, Barney & Molloy, 2017).

To illustrate, consider Coff's (2012) discussion of human capital investments and hiring in academia. In this setting, general human capital investments would be publications, as these are valued across many institutions. Firm-specific investments would include department and college service responsibilities, such as serving on doctoral committees, preparing for AACSB credentialing reviews, and taking time to interact with recruiters considering hiring the school's students. Prior theory would prescribe that individuals, especially junior faculty, invest solely in general human capital - publications. Yet Coff (2012) asks "Do you really want to hire a person
who has avoided all service commitments at their prior institution?" (p. 9). Of course professors at a hiring institution would not likely want to hire such a person, as they are likely to continue to shirk important service responsibilities, decreasing their peers' time and resources for their own research and publications. This illustration demonstrates that the prescriptions this revised theory yields for individuals helps to better understand why stars are so highly mobile.

**Practical Implications for Managing Stars**

High performing employees (stars) who make generally applicable “specific” investments (i.e., co-developed human capital) send signals to the external market that they have skills applicable to competitors (Morris, Alvarez, Barney & Molloy, 2017), and these signals may lead to increased mobility (Lee et al. 2008; Trevor, 2001; Trevor et al. 1997; Wright, Tartari & Huang, 2018). Frank and Cook (1996) argue that runaway salaries of top performing professionals such as bankers, lawyers and consultants result not from the breakdown of competition but rather from the spread of markets in which the value produced by high performing individuals stands in stark contrast to that of other individuals. We argue that it is the combination of general human capital along with skills developed while making firm-specific investments that makes these employees sought after and mobile. These high-performing employees are less likely to stay within an organization unless they are able to capture more of the value they create (Brymer & Sirmon, 2018). Taylor et al. (1996) also found that higher-performing managers were more likely to leave the firm after they had made considerable investments in terms of tenure than their average-performing peers. In other words, the more time a high performing employee invests in a specific firm the more likely that employee is to leave and potentially work for a competitor.
Moreover, the “war for talent” literature has shown that certain professional industries typically hire freely from one another and that highly sought employees (stars) possess little loyalty to the company and more to the profession (Gardner 2005; Greenwood et al. 2008). In fact, much of this literature focuses on the mobility and immobility of these individuals (e.g., Groysberg et al. 2008; Marx, Strumsky, and Fleming 2009; Wright, Tartari & Huang, 2018). From a resource-based approach, some scholars have even discussed how to retain such marketable employees (Brymer & Sirmon, 2018; Somaya and Williamson 2008; Groysberg and Lee 2010). As originally argued by Maister (1997), managing top performers is an especially pressing issue when firm performance is largely a function of individual employee performance.

At the same time, scholars have shown that as stars develop they are more likely to be given higher workloads than their less productive peers (Morris & Oldroyd, 2017). These higher workloads often lead to burnout and increase the likelihood that stars will leave the organization, looking for more attractive dance partners (Aguinis & O’Boyle, 2014; Aguinis, O’Boyle, Gonzalez-Mule & Joo, 2016). Such issues point to the importance of managing stars carefully. For example, one may find that stars are more inclined to leave an organization if they are micro-managed and told what to do, rather than being sold on a vision of what the organization is trying to accomplish and given autonomy to make decisions for themselves. Since stars possess co-developed human capital that makes them highly attractive to the outside labor market, it becomes important not just for HR but for all of management to consider how their stars are managed over time.

Indeed, scholars have noted this deficiency in the literature and called for more dynamic models that examine how talent is managed. For example, Boxall (2013) pointed out the need to align individual employee interests with those of the organization. He noted that this alignment is
not a one-time static fit, but rather required constant adjustments over time, calling for a more dynamic fit model. Moreover, Collings (2014; 2017) points out that organizations need to see their employees as stakeholders, where the organization not only tries to find employees who align with their vision but to also align their vision to the constantly changing skills and preferences of their highly valuable employees. Finally, Sparrow and Makram (2015) drew upon dynamic capabilities and global knowledge management research to develop a value-driven process framework for top talent. However, the argument remains that organizations need isolating mechanisms to allow them to constantly capture value from the employee.

Models that suggest isolating mechanisms still fall short (just like the strategy and economics scholars who study human capital) in that they focus on creating frictions and isolating mechanisms that allow the organization to capture some of the value created by employees. In other words, these traditional models of human capital and stars research focuses on trying to make it difficult for the employee to leave by getting them to develop skills that won’t be valuable elsewhere. What this papers suggests is that this is not realistic.

What is needed are frameworks that treat employees more like stakeholders or dance partners involved in an incomplete employment contract, where both parties are constantly negotiating value capture and decision rights with one another. Below, we provide a stylized example to illustrate such a dynamic management framework.

**Star Employees and Dynamic Value Capture**

The framework in this paper develops the concept of co-developed human capital and its implications by using incomplete contract theory (ICT) (Grossman and Hart 1986; Hart and Moore, 1988). This theory of dynamic value appropriation addresses how the disproportionate
value created by stars is best captured between the employer and star, as received theory does not address this key practical concern (Groysberg and Lee 2008; Lazear 1986; Milgrom and Oster 1987). To clarify how the theory addresses this deficiency, a stylized illustration and framework are presented using the context of professional service firms—and consulting in particular. This context is particularly fruitful as it illuminates the managerial dilemma necessitating a theory of dynamic value appropriation. In this context, firm performance is highly reliant on their star employees' performance—yet these stars are highly mobile putting at risk the firm's ability to gain and sustain competitive advantages (Coff 1997).

To more effectively understand how organizations dance with stars, existing theory needs to address how to optimize and capture the value stemming from the general human capital stars developed when acquiring firm specific human capital. Such a theory requires understanding value appropriation from a dynamic perspective (Baron, Hannan & Burton 1999; Lepak et al. 2007) in which the sources of the star's value creation are more discretely examined (i.e., disaggregated into general and firm-specific resources).

Essential to this process is considering star employees' perspectives. For example, stars are likely to expect to receive higher employment outcomes (e.g., compensation, promotions)—and are more sensitive to how value is captured—than their lesser performing peers (Trevor, Hausknecht and Howard 2007). This suggests that stars should be involved in pay and business decisions, which, Coff (1997) argued can be accomplished through human resource management practices and systems. Indeed, human resource systems influence two decisions salient for stars: pay and firm strategy by clarifying what economists call decision rights, or internal organizational agreements about who has the power to make decisions about specific aspects of the firm's operation (e.g., Jensen and Meckling, 1995). Of particular interest are
decisions about compensation practices and how much of the value the star creates and captures (i.e., value-appropriation decision rights) and decisions about the strategies the firm pursues and how those strategies are implemented (i.e., rights of control) (Delery, Gupta, and Shaw 1997; Gowan and Lepak 2007; Kang, Morris, and Snell 2007; Lepak and Snell 1999; Huselid, 1995; MacDuffie 1995; Rousseau 1995; Tsui, Pearce, Porter Tripoli 1995).

Such discussions of human resource practices and systems have yielded important advances but have not yet fully explored the dynamics involved in retaining employees and how decision rights are negotiated (cf. Coff 2010). In other words, the HR literature yields extensive guidance regarding the initiation—but not the renegotiation—of employment relationships. Similarly, RBT and TCE both indicate that the firm should retain star employees (to provide a social context for the value creation, or to enable managerial fiat and value appropriation, respectively). Yet, human resource, RBT, and TCE scholarship do not indicate how to retain these employees as other firms become aware of their valuable and sought after human capital skills. Simply put, there is little understanding of how value appropriation and control rights can be negotiated between the star and employer to optimize firm and star outcomes (Alvarez and Barney 2005; Coff 2010).

The framework in this paper addresses the renegotiation process between the firm and its star employees. The framework is based on the premises that (1) firms should start the process of renegotiation with employees before they reach elite stardom, and (2) outcomes for firms and stars are optimized when decision rights are determined through an intricate dance of renegotiation that recognizes shifts in the star's bargaining power over the employment lifecycle. To demonstrate this, we first show how ICT (Grossman and Hart 1986; Hart 1988) is well-suited
for employment relationships and then present a dynamic value appropriation framework (Figure 2), which is explained using a stylized illustration.

[Insert Figure 2 about here]

Incomplete Contract Theory

Incomplete contract theory was created to explain the governance of exchanges characterized by relationship-specific investments when future outcomes cannot be explicitly contracted for at the time a firm is organized (Grossman and Hart 1986). This theory suggests that these exchanges are plagued by numerous unforeseen contingencies that, by definition, cannot be included in a complete contingency contract (Williamson 1975). Rather than attempting to specify these contracts as complete, ex ante, the theory suggests that parties will specify those contingencies that can be specified, and assign remaining decisions-rights—what the theory calls residual rights of control—to one party. Residual rights of control are often seen as synonymous with ownership (Foss and Foss 2011) and focus on the ability to make decisions about how organizational assets are used (i.e., within circumstances not governed by law or existing contracts) (Grossman and Hart 1986). To maximize the overall economic value the exchange creates, the party that expects to gain the most from this exchange should retain these residual rights (Grossman and Hart 1986). This is because this party has the strongest incentives to maximize the total value created—and the value they might capture (Hart and Moore 1988).

Although not previously applied in human resources, ICT is well-suited for scholarship on employment relationships involving stars, as such employment relationships often occur in settings that are complex and plagued by numerous unforeseen (and thus unverifiable) contingencies (Alvarez and Parker 2009; Grossman and Hart 1986). Indeed, it is often not possible to write complete enforceable contracts to manage certain types of employment
exchanges ex ante, for many reasons. For example, employment relationships are plagued with informational asymmetries regarding what an employee's actual human capital is (e.g., how smart and conscientious the employee is) and what the employee's intentions are (e.g., to stay with the firm for only a few years as a stepping stone or to pursue promotion within the firm). Moreover, it may not be possible to specify, ex ante, which decision rights the star and organization should retain to maximize the value the star's knowledge creates since the value of an employee’s human capital, and its potential generalizability, are not known until the individual becomes an employee and the process of knowledge creation unfolds over the employment lifecycle. After these investments, at some future date, the information asymmetry between the employee and firm regarding the employee’s potential and actual contributions should be resolved, which allows for decision rights to be allocated between the star and firm as ICT suggests. Later, if the employee is deemed a star, then it is important for management to move aside and provide the star increased autonomy and allow them to lead and manage themselves.

In the beginning of the employment contract, decision rights regarding value appropriation and rights of firm control belong to the organization.¹ Yet because employee contracts are incomplete it is necessary to have a mechanism that allows for changes in this initial contract as the informational asymmetries between the firm and star are resolved—and the star's true value creation abilities and track record are revealed. If an employee generates knowledge that creates value for the firm and is also visible and valued by competitors, that employee will likely receive alternative employment offers. Rather than lose the employee to a

¹ This is of course assuming that the employees are new hires early in their careers. If you are dealing with seasoned hires, then you will need to adjust your dance to give more control over to the new hire right away.
competitor, the firm may want to renegotiate control rights with the employee rather than have the employee leave. This renegotiation is the “dance” between the firm and star; rather than the firm retaining decision rights (regarding value-appropriation and rights of control), firms wanting to maximize value creation will begin surrendering these decision rights to the employee. Because the star is able to increase the economic value created (i.e., increase the “size of the pie”), these negotiations are not a zero-sum game. If employment negotiations are successful, the employee will be retained and will be granted a larger share of the economic value they generate. At the same time, by surrendering some decision rights, firms will have the potential to create and capture more value from the employee's human capital. Simply put, by allowing the star to capture more of the value they create and retaining the star, the firm can earn more than losing the star to a competitor.

Inherent to ICT is a Bayesian learning logic (Alvarez and Parker, 2009), in which both the firm and employee have prior (posterior) beliefs about the star's value creation potential. Throughout the employment lifecycle, both the firm and star learn about the star's "true" value creation potential, and update their posterior beliefs accordingly. To illustrate how such logic applies and informs the renegotiation process between the firm and the employee, consider the following example from the professional service industry.

**Framework and Stylized Illustration**

Figure 2 is a simplified framework depicting "the dance" involved in firms retaining stars. Across the figure, various stages of the employment relationship are listed, and down the rows, the evolution of the star's value creation potential, value appropriation, and decision rights are explained. The purpose of this framework is to provide a simple depiction of the “dance” between the employer (Party A) and the employee (Party B). For purposes of introducing ICT
into the HR literature and extending RBT, this simplified model is sufficient. In time, this foundational framework can be enhanced by adding other parties (alternative employers) and employee characteristics (such as risk aversion), for example.

As seen in Figure 2, both the employee and the firm experience events during four phases of their relationship—initial hiring ($t_0$), early development phase ($t_1$), mid development phase ($t_2$), and mastery ($t_3$). By the time mastery has been achieved, the ability of the employee is known and there are few information asymmetries left. In fact, the information asymmetry advantage has shifted to the benefit of the employee as the organization may know how productive and visible the employee is, but it still does not know “how” the employee reached this position. In other words, the employee’s ability is causally ambiguous. The events experienced during these phases help the firm and the employee learn about the likelihood of future events and shape their relationship through contract renegotiation (i.e., reduce informational asymmetries). These events are defined as experiential knowledge obtained from working and interacting together over time (Argote 1999; Argote, Beckman, and Epple 1990). Both parties obtain information, know-how, and feedback from these events (at $t_1$, $t_2$, $t_3$). Both employee and employer start at time 0. For ease of example, one event datum is obtained per phase.

Each event enables both parties to learn and update their prior beliefs. For example, during the early development phase of the employment relationship, the individual may make investments to both their firm-specific human capital and their general human capital skills, which will influence their future ability to bargain and negotiate with the firm. Here we assume that at each point in time $t$, the value generated by the employee and the understanding of that value can change, and this change will determine how that value is captured in the next period, $t$
How value is captured between the parties can change in each period (Alvarez and Parker 2009), which relaxes the assumption of stable bargaining positions of the employee and employer that is implicit to much received HR and strategy research (Coff 2010) and lays the foundation for a theory to explain and predict employment dynamics and value-maximizing strategies for employees and their employers.

**New Hire (t0).** At the outset, the employee possesses only general human capital from, say, their MBA program and past work experience. In accordance with RBT, because the individual’s human capital is general and somewhat abundant in the market, the employee will give up certain rights to their pay and decision making authority in order to gain more firm-specific and general human capital. After minor negotiations, the employee and firm will settle on a salary that will be based on limited information (on both sides) about the value of the individual’s general human capital.

This situation is illustrated in Figure 2, in which a newly hired associate to a consulting firm may receive an average wage of $40 per hour at t0. Having just graduated with an MBA, 20% of the value created by this consultant may be from general human capital, while the other 80% is embedded within and specific to the firm (e.g., rooted in the processes, templates, and reputation of the firm). Since the human capital possessed by the associate is general, the firm uses these skills to plug into their firm-specific assets, which are creating most of the value. In a manufacturing setting, this would be akin to a machinist using a special piece of equipment to create value for the firm. Much of the value comes from the machine itself, not the machinist. Likewise, because it is the consulting firm's specific assets and not the consultant's general human capital that is creating most of the value, the firm will leverage this employee and
possibly bill the client at $200 per hour (U.S.). As a result, the individual is capturing 20% of the value created for the firm with their $40 per hour wage. This 20% is consistent with the general human capital (e.g., general understanding of finance, ability to solve problems) possessed by the employee. The remaining 80% is rooted in the specific knowledge embedded inside the firm, and is accordingly captured by the firm (because the firm controls much of how the employee is to work and how the employee is rewarded).

The following equation assumes a majority of control (80%) by the firm (A) and some residual control (20%) by the employee (B). Here, Θ represents the overall amount of value captured in each time period.

\[ \Theta(t_0) = (.8(\Theta_A(t_0)) + .2(\Theta_B(t_0)) \]  

Based on the arguments above, employees with general human capital that is commonly found in the external market will generate little unique value and have little bargaining power.

**Early Development (t1).** During the early development phase (t1) of employment, employees spend much of their time developing firm-specific human capital regarding how work is done, where key resources are found, and who knows what in the firm. In this and other phases, both parties are assumed to learn (observe new data) and update their prior beliefs about one another’s value creation potential and how they can maximize the value they capture from each other. For example, early on a new consultant will work to develop knowledge about how work gets done from both an informal network and formal process orientation, how resources are accessed and what political structures exist. This is also when skills are developed to adapt to
coworker styles and trusting relationships are formed. Such firm-specific knowledge is valuable in understanding how the firm makes a unique contribution to their clients. During this time the employee is increasing the value they can create for the firm through firm-specific investments. At the same time, these firm-specific investments will also generate general human capital—the employee has co-developed human capital. Early on, however, such skills may not be as salient or developed as the firm-specific skills.

The employee's value-creation potential increases during this time, but their ability to capture an increased percentage of that value has not. As indicated in Figure 2, while the firm may be able to increase the billing rate (from $200 to $300) from the perspective of clients working with that consultant, the consultant will be able to capture a similar percent of value as before. The firm will now likely be able to pay the consultant at $60 per hour, increasing the employee's value capture by $20 and the firm's value capture by $80 (from $160 to $240). This is because the employee's general human capital has grown only slightly since entering the firm and it is not enough to send signals to the market. In other words, because the majority of the value created was an increase due to firm-specific human capital ($80 worth), the percentage of value created from general human capital has stayed the same at 20%. This means that the firm can now capture the additional $80 of $100 of value created by the employee, increasing their returns to $240. Such management practices are typical in professional service firms, where the largest gains in associates' value creation potential come after they have gotten to know the inner workings of the firm but before they have become recognized as stars (Maister 1997).

Because the employee’s general human capital has increased only slightly in proportion to the firm-specific human capital, the bargaining power of the employee has not increased much. As a result, the firm will not be willing to offer decision rights beyond those necessary to
secure good will or commitment. Hence, the value appropriation ratio remains the same, with the firm (A) possessing the residual rights (80%) and the employee (B) the same as well (20%). The difference now is that the overall value to be captured ($\Theta$) has increased from $200 to $300. Thus, the employee captures $60 and the firm now captures $240.

$$\Theta(t_1) = (.8(\Theta A(t_1)) + .2(\Theta B(t_1)))$$

(2)

Based on the arguments above, employees will create unique value for the organization but have little bargaining power to capture the value they create.

**Mid-Development ($t_2$).** During the mid-development phase ($t_2$), with the star's growing expertise regarding how to use firm resources to exploit market opportunities, their co-developed human capital and its value begins to manifest. For example, as the consultant stays longer with the firm ($t + 2$), they may develop strong relationships with clients that yield important insights generalizable to the industry or market. Furthermore, the skills developed to work with specific individuals (e.g., managing a demanding client who attempts to change the scope of contracted work) or contexts (e.g., navigating ambiguity in a turbulent market) may generalize across multiple settings. Some of these skills may be tacit and not even entirely understood by the employee (Feldman and Ng 2007, Foss 2008). As the consultant's reputation grows, such knowledge generation abilities may begin to be seen within the industry and consulting labor market as valuable, despite their causal ambiguity and path dependence. In fact, research shows that as people reach this high visibility phase they are at much higher risk of being poached by other firms (Lee et al. 2008), as the labor market has swifter mechanisms for recognizing talent
than the current employer. With this visibility and portability, the firm risks losing the consultant, unless they renegotiate the employment relationship and surrender some decision rights to the employee (Finnegan 2009). This logic is behind professional service firms often providing a larger stake in the direction and management of the firm and in how value is captured in the firm (Maister 1997).

With their co-developed human capital, the star's reliance on firm-specific resources to create value lessens and the potential value they can create for clients and the firm increases. Thus, as indicated in Figure 2, the shift in value creation away from firm-specific resources is reflected in the star appropriating as much as 40% of the value, and the firm 60%. The star's greater value-creation potential is reflected in a higher billing rate, which has increased from say, $300 to $600. While the employee is now capturing 40% of the created value ($240), the firm is appropriating more value than in the prior stage ($360 vs. $240). The firm is better off capturing a smaller percentage of the value the employee creates and retaining them then letting the employee turnover.

Given their growing visibility in the market, the employee would likely begin to have outside offers from other firms, which provide the star and firm with information on the market value of the star's human capital. It is likely that the firm will not want to give up this person, thus they will renegotiate the employee’s salary and decision making authority. A common concern with these high performing employees is that they may capture most of their expected value from a firm, and therefore they do not enhance firm performance (Ravid, 1999). While it is possible for an employee to capture more value than they create, most of the time the residual value captured by the firm for these employees is still higher than for non-star employees. As long as the value captured by the firm is greater than the prior time period and employees
without the co-developed human capital, then the firm has a positive incentive to renegotiate and retain the employee. Hence, as listed in Figure 2, employee (B) now possesses a larger percent of residual rights (40%) and the firm (A) less (60%), while the entire value to be captured is $600.

\[ \Theta(t_2) = (0.6(\Theta_A(t_2)) + 0.4(\Theta_B(t_2)) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Based on the arguments above, employees who have co-developed human capital will possess bargaining power that will allow them to capture more of the value they create.

**Mastery (t3).** During the mastery phase of employment (t3), a knowledge worker will begin to leverage their co-developed generalizable and firm-specific skills, the combination of which are causally ambiguous and held by the employee (both within the firm and external to the firm). At this point, the individual may be seen as an industry expert and has developed a reputation both for themselves and the firm. Their long-standing relationships with clients and industry or market expertise may begin to yield important insights that generalize beyond the industry. Given their contributions and the use of up-or-out promotion systems in consulting (Maister, 1997), the star is likely to have become a partner during this time period, which sends competitors an important signal: the original employer believes the individual’s past contributions and future potential contributions warrant ownership in the firm. Moreover, competitors face minimal risk in hiring the star, as it was the star's original employer who took the risk and bore the cost of developing the star. At this mastery stage, there are little to no information asymmetries left between the firm and consultant. In fact, the bargaining power
advantage has shifted to the employee as the firm may know how productive the employee is, but it still does not know “how” the employee reached this position. In other words, the employee’s productivity is causally ambiguous.

Now, the primary source of the value the employee creates shifts from firm-specific resources and human capital to the employee's co-developed human capital. Because the consultant can create greater value for clients, their billing rate increases (say from $600 to $1500). Given the labor market signal of the consultant being granted partnership, and likely industry news regarding the consultant's sales and/or thought leadership, the employee is likely to have outside offers, which give information about the employee's market value. However, it is likely that the firm will not want to give up this person, thus, as per Figure 2, the firm is likely to renegotiate the employee’s salary and decision making authority. Continuing the employment relationship is in both parties best interests, as Groysberg et al. (2008) have shown that stars and potential alternative employers tend to underestimate the team production and institutional factors that contribute to the star's productivity (such as trusting relationships with co-workers and firm databases).

These dynamics are illustrated in Figure 2, which shows that the employee is now capturing 70% of the created value. In absolute terms, the firm is appropriating is more from the star than it does from non-star employees. So, if the employee is billing $1500 per hour and captures 70% of that value, the employee captures $1050 of that value while the firm captures $450. The firm is better off capturing a smaller percentage of the value the employee creates, as their appropriation increases from $360 to $450. As long as the value captured by the firm increases from prior periods and is higher than that created by non-star employees, the firm has incentive to renegotiate the employment relationships and retain the employee. Indeed, even if
the star wants to capture more value than they are producing on their own negotiations with the
star could be warranted if the star's contributions to firm performance include direct effects (their
own billings) and indirect effects, such as clients coming to the firm because of the star's
employment and the star mentoring and developing other consultants. Thus, the employee (B)
now possesses residual rights (70% appropriation) and the firm (A) captures 30% of the
increased value of $1500. Thus:

\[ \Theta(t_3) = (0.3(\Theta A(t_3)) + 0.7(\Theta B(t_3)) \]  (4)

Based on the arguments above, employees who have co-developed human capital will possess
bargaining power that allows them to capture most of the value they create.

In sum, when the consultant is first hired, the company possesses the residual rights of
control. That is, while the firm does not possess the employee's human capital, the firm controls
decision rights about how the value created from the employee's human capital is captured.
Because firm-specific resources (e.g., firm processes, templates, client relationships) underlie the
vast majority of value the consultant creates, the consultant does not have the bargaining power
to gain value-appropriation decision rights. In contrast, as the consultant creates co-developed
human capital and it is this co-developed human capital that yields the value the employee
creates, it is in the firm’s best interest to begin to surrender decision rights regarding how the
business is run and value is captured. As a result, the consultant begins to capture more of the
value they create and will be motivated to remain with the firm. As the star begins to be the
party who has the most to gain from the employment relationship, rights of control shift from the
firm to the employee. Simply put, the dynamic value appropriation process aligns the star's and firm's interests, creating a "win-win"—the better the star performs the better the firm performs.

**Implications**

The framework provides a dynamic approach that incorporates issues of human capital, value capture, and how to manage star employees. This framework draws upon RBT, TCE and ICT and helps employers understand how to negotiate with employees to retain them. The illustration pushes HR and strategy scholars to think beyond human capital management as a cost or efficiency issue, and more as a dance to manage people (Boudreau and Ramstad 2004). This dance requires that we move beyond typical discussions of practices and policies to retain top talent, and shift to thinking about management as a continual negotiation process between the organization and its star employees and the conditions in which retention optimizes organizational performance. By doing so, we show how as some employees develop causally ambiguous, path dependent, and marketable general human capital, firms need to gradually offer more residual rights of control to the employees.

Offering decision rights is not a one-time act done when employees are hired or even as they reach past a certain threshold in the value of their human capital (e.g., achieving stardom). Rather, the shift in decision rights is best accomplished gradually as employees develop more co-developed human capital, which is simultaneously valuable to the firm and visible on the labor market. As firms slowly surrender decision rights to employees as they develop into stars, both the organization and the employee will benefit.

This concept of achieving this balance is deceptively simple yet has substantial implications for employees—and organizations employing knowledge workers with causally
ambiguous and path dependent general human capital. Specifically, focus on a balanced solution essentially insulates organizations from losing employees who are demanding/expecting balanced relationships—and the framework developed in this paper can be used to inform retention policies for highly valuable and mobile employees.

    Indeed, the framework provides a guideline for decisions about compensation actions and decision right allocations—in effect, the framework provides guidance about the conditions in which firms should “dance” with highly valuable, but mobile employees and when it is in the best interest of the firm to terminate the dance. Another benefit of the framework and illustration is that application of it essentially insulates the organization from harmful poaching. That is, although poaching is generally viewed as a negative (i.e., to lose an employee), the framework indicates in what conditions firm value is maximized by letting the employee go—and in effect letting the poaching firm overpay for the employee. In overpaying for the employee, the poaching firm endures a “winner’s curse” (cf. Kagel and Levin 1986) as their bid exceeds the value the employee is likely to produce. In such situations, the only party extracting economic value is the employee themselves. Evidence of such outcomes is provided by Groysberg et al. (2008).

    Managers are quick to point out that retaining knowledge workers, such as consultants, lawyers, bankers, programmers, and scientists is one of the primary difficulties they face. As stated by Greenwood et al. (2005: p. 663):

    *The professional workforce ... constitutes the critical asset of the professional service firm because it embodies, operates, and translates the knowledge inherent in the firm’s output, and, it is the basis of the firm’s relationships with clients who often follow professionals if they change firms.*
By focusing on how the residual rights of control in a firm can be negotiated over time we begin to understand how firms might retain key stars without losing the value they create for the firm. In fact, McGee (2003) pointed out that the fatal flaw in talking about value creation by employees is in adopting the perspective of the firm as the single beneficiary. Most research questions start by asking how the firm can capture full value from the employee. While this is important, another relevant question that must be asked is how can the highly productive star capture full value from the firm?

Of course, this framework does not apply to all situations and it will require significant modification as it is applied to star employees in different industries and across different organizations. For example, a large percentage of star workers are being contracted outside the firm (Bidwell, 2017; Bidwell & Briscoe, 2009; Cappelli, 2008). Hence, many stars may no longer be internally hired inside the organization. Moreover, high status organizations usually do not need to pay early-stage stars as much as their less competitive peer organizations. As these employees become true stars, however, such high status organizations find that they need to raise the stars’s wages more rapidly than other organizations whose employees make the same firm-specific human capital investments (Bidwell, Won, Barbulescu & Mollick, 2015).

Despite these boundary conditions, we submit that a factor in improving firm performance through HR is to improve the negotiation process between key employees and managers of the organization. Taking a look at today’s knowledge-based economy, it is apparent that this is a complex issue. No longer is it only the responsibility of HR to retain and motivate stars, but it is the responsibility of all managers within an organization. By training managers to more effectively deal with this renegotiation dance of knowing when and how to allocate decision rights to stars, a firm will be able to continually create and capture the maximum
possible value from its employees. Applying the framework to managing stars will allow the organization to improve firm performance and maintain an advantage over other firms.

**Conclusion**

In this paper, we drew upon ICT to better understand the negotiation of value as star employees create value for the organization and demand some of this for themselves. We specifically examined how firm-specific investments can lead to general human capital that is highly sought after by competitors. Such a framework shows how the negotiation process involved in appropriating value from employees during their road to stardom is like a dance requiring give and take as the dance progresses. We demonstrated that the implicit assumption held by human resource and strategy theories that static positions of bargaining power between organizations and their employees does not hold across conditions. Rather, in conditions involving stars in human-capital intensive industries, in order for both employer and employee to optimize their relative outcomes, both parties must engage in a dance as employees simultaneously develop general and firm-specific human capital.

This unique extension of human capital theory regarding stars and employment, suggests future research that focuses more on dynamic models. Specifically, the framework points to dynamic approaches to managing stars that consider initial contracting of employment at time of hire and also re-contracting to retain the star in a way that optimizes firm value—and potentially star earnings as well. In addition, it is clarified that in order to optimize economic outcomes for the firm—and the employee—the firm must, over time, relinquish compensation decision rights and residual rights of control. In sum, the framework and stylized illustration provide a foundation for theory and practice regarding the strategic management of star human capital.
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## Figure 1 Theoretical Foundations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theoretical Perspective</th>
<th>Core Human Capital Arguments</th>
<th>Key Constructs</th>
<th>Theoretical Assumptions</th>
<th>Revised Theoretical Assumptions&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resource-based theory</strong></td>
<td>Firm-specific (inimitable and rare) human capital can underlie gains of superior firm performance (Wright, Dunford and Snell, 1999; Dierickx and Cool, 1991)</td>
<td>Firm-specific human capital; competitive advantage</td>
<td>Stars are immobile due to firm-specific investments; general and firm-specific human capital are separate; firms control decision rights</td>
<td>Firm-specific investments can enhance mobility. General and firm-specific human capital are not necessarily separate; when developing firm-specific human capital, individuals can simultaneously develop (co-develop) general human capital.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transaction cost economics</strong></td>
<td>Firms internalize employees with firm-specific human capital, allowing the firm to appropriate the value employees with this human capital create (Lepak and Snell, 1999; Williamson, 1981; 1985)</td>
<td>Human asset specificity; internalization</td>
<td>Stars are immobile due to firm-specific investments; general and firm-specific human capital are separate; firms control decision rights</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Incomplete contract theory</strong></td>
<td>As information asymmetries decrease and shift, firms and employees need to renegotiate who appropriates the value (Alvarez and Parker, 2009; Grossman and Hart, 1986; Hart and Moore, 1988)</td>
<td>Rights of control; contract renegotiation</td>
<td>Parties' bargaining power changes over time; decision rights shift to the party with the greatest ability to create value</td>
<td>Star and firm bargaining power are not stable, as implied by RBT and TCE; firms maximize value creation by shifting decision rights to stars over time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>This column lists the theoretical assumptions underlying the Dynamic Value Appropriation framework (Figure 2).
Figure 2 A Dynamic Value Appropriation Framework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Phases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Hire (t0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Primary Source of Value</strong></td>
<td>Firm-Specific Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Decision Rights (Value appropriation and rights of control)</strong></td>
<td>Firm has</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Value</strong></td>
<td>$200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Employee Appropriation</strong></td>
<td>$40 (20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Firm Appropriation</strong></td>
<td>$160 (80%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>